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Ilicr);(ore. the Alontgoinely County Public .S.chool.,,
dedicates itself toprogide the opportunity. encourage-
ment. and guidance to make it po.ssilde for erviy child
to whin, following gull /.l of education:

Academic Skills

The fundamental responsibility of the school is to
develop programs that enable each child to acquire
thoSe SkillS baSic to all learning. 'the ziehiuvement of all
other goals depends upon the success of the school in

ensuring that each strident, according 10 ON heel
own abilities, attains the following basic

!leading: Theability to read and written
material and relate it to other knowledge

Composition: The abilitx (i) with precision
claritv, and acceptable usage. whether 11,1 inform,
inspire or persuade_

Listening and Speaking: The afiilits to listen in ternive-
., Iv and with undertianding and to speak with Lonfidence

and effectiveness, whether from written material or
extemporaneously

Mathematics: The ability to perform computations.
to solve common problems of mathematics and log;c:
and to .understand the Structure of mathematics so it
L'anbe a useful tool in daily living

Study.: The development of basic study skills so that
hey she I nuiy acquire knowledge efficiently

The Arts: The development of sonic of the basic
disciplines and skills in the performing and creative arts
that mav be used 'throughout hisl her! life for
communication, expression, and enjoyment

Observation: The ability to identify. and_ differ-
entiate elem,nts of the world' around himl_ her] as
they are useful in personal. academic. and artistic
pursuits.

Physical Development

person imoures physically at a different rate and
possesses differing capabilities. The school has the
obligation to help each student:

understand the biological functioning of IiiS1 her!
body

make the best both of physical talents and limitations
develop good health habik, Skills. and interests to

Maintain his! -herd bOLIV in optimum conditionihrough-
Out hiSI her] lifetiMe

Intellectual Development

In addition acquiring iicadeinie SkillS, each in-
ihvidual Should develiwp hisl/her I intellectual eapa

:;lhi lit leti 16 the ItilleXt extent possible. -I I erefore he
School will encourage each pupil:
4 10 think creatively

to reason logically
to apply knowledge usefully
to deal with abstract concepts
to solve problems

The Individual and Society

fiver' person must learn to live in a society: 'the school
must help each student develop an understanding of
people and of hoW the individual depends upon others
and they on himl/he.r This requires that each student
gain:
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ili't responsibl in carious situations
the abdit to function productix eh, as a member a

eioup
Idmilitiritx with the. legal. moral. ethical and cultural

heritagex of his' heel and oilier societies
knowledge of the %arum, sx stems and

philosophies of the world

Scientific Untlerstantling

I11c !mist exist in the natural world. I he school 11111til
help CaCh student under,tand nature's iiiipact or lust
arid_ Hurl impact on nature. This requires that each
st mien: gain.

knowledge of natural phenomena and their effect on
people

understanding of scientific advances and their part in
modern technology

understanding of the scioniffie method
appreciation of the ways in which the application of

scientific principles can improve the quality of life
xvhile preserving the natural order

Aesthetic Expression

We I. to realize lour) full potential. must he able to
sense and appreciiitc beauty in the world around [us':

Commi

The Board of Education and the staff of the
itforilgontery County Public Schools must create and
maintain an educational environment that promotes
the attainment of (lust' goals by all students: rowand
this end: therelOre, the puHic schools make_ the
following commitments to the citizens of Mon/gun:et:1
t'ounty:

To attract and retain the most qualified and best
trained .staff possible through dynathi programs of
recruitment, supervision, and continuing in- service
training and .vtalf development opportunities

TO develop and implementia comprehensive and:flex-
ible instructional program to achieve the aforementioned
goals and to provide the faildies, materials, and equip-
nun/ needed to enhance the effectiveness of the program

To- evaiiiate the effc,ctiverress of the instructional
program conitnuenisly, and regularly report the findings
to stralent.v-, parent,, .vtaff and the comninnity

\vhether created by nattir Or h I peorile 1. The s, Iwo!
must help each student gain:

knowdedge of the (mumr of the creausr and perform-
ing arts

experience Willi a wide variety of art forms
a perspective for developing hisilieri own aesthetic

criteria and tastes
understanding of the contribution of the arts to

human communication

Career Development

Productive acid satisfying work enrich(' bur lives;
and with increasing_ leisure _time. intim people will
use various occapational Uills for avocationtil pur-
poses as well. The school must help each student
gain:

knowledge and appreciation of the wide variety
and intetTOliitionshipS of OecupittionS in
society

opportunities to explore potential occupations in
relation to personal aptitudes and- interests. unre-
stricted by stereotypes of sex, race, or socio-economic
level

the knowledge. skills; and abilities that will enable
himl/herl Ris secure satisfying employment; embark
upon further training and education in a chosen career
field. and adapt occupational talents to changing job.
demands and opportunities

tments

10 adopt new and differi,nt approaches syhen it is
determined that they will contribute more cliectively to
the fulfillment of the goals

To encourage a cOntinuing dialogue with the entire
con:tura:lir, making every effort to communicate nceds
and achievements, and to he responsive,- to the needs
and aspirations of the school community

To utilize facilities _and staff, in cooperation with
other agencies, in the development of preschool,
community schbol, and adult education programs that
ii ill meet the continuing educational needs of all
citizens

To provide an accountability procedure for inform-.
ing county citizens of the objectives and costs of
their school system and of reporting periodically
on the educational investments made with their tax

)



Social Studies Program, Grades K-8
Point of View
Social studies as a field of inquiry is the creation ofhistoritins.soeial scientists, and edUcittOrS. It is, htiWever, equally
the product of many diverse cult U ral forces; ,Ind it has functioned as a mirror of society. The following definition for
social studies has been used as a baSiS for thC social studies program in Grades K-8:

Social studies is an integration of experiences and knowledge about human relationships derived from histbry and
tfie social sciences and identified for the purpose of citizenship education.

education is defined as activities that help students (a) develop an appreciation for the democratic
process by engaging in it WI become aware of the struggles; shortcomings; and'successes that Americans have
experienced in making democracy a reality; and (c) recognize and resolve critical issues and problems.

live assumptions impLeit in this stated definition of social studies serve as the rationale for the K-8 proOant:

The social-studies program should provide instruction which will help students develop a broadly defined concept
of citizenship. The purpose of social studies instruction is to provide activities which help leartierS ti) develop
knowledge: attitudes. and skills necessary for the practice of effective citizenship.
I listm-v and the social sciences are the fields of learning from which the social studies objectives are derived.
Appreciation for these fields of inquiry is it desirable tuitcoine.
Experience is an important part of the social Studies ctirriculuM and should he integrated with Schtilarly
knowledge rather than being separated frOM it
The foundations of democratic societies are hosed upon just relationships between individuals and inMittitions. All
individuids should be given decision-intik* opportunities to establish just relationships in both their lotal milieu
Gild the brcittder denitterittic society. ReSpect for different belick and idetis, respect for ticcuraey of information:
tind the ability to suspend judgment and think critically will enhance these relationships:
The area of hijman relationships provides a maior organizational criterion for the selection of content and skills
Which Will reflect MCPS's commitment to multiethnic education and a iinsexist presentation of the curriculum.

The MOPS social studies program, K-8, is designed around tt_sequence on -expanding horizOnS.- This design begins
with the student's immeditue environment and expands into the community, state, nation, and the world, developing
it globtd perspective. The program provides activities which help learners to develop the knowledge; attitudes; and
skills necessary for effective citizenship in our democratic society. Through the integration of content; attitudinal-.
anti skill tibjeetiveS, the progrtim shirts the interrelationships among the physical; cultural; and global environments
iii Which people liVe. The Structure" of the program encourages various approaches/strategies which allow for
differentiated instruction.

The social studies K-ti progrinn is described in nine separate instructional guides that correspond to grade levels:
Each guide is organized inn),Imits xhieli support the central grade level theme, identifying the required overall topic
of study hir that gra& leYel, fieh thenie corresponds to it grade level. A unit focuses study upon one tispect of the
grtide level theme. It contains instructional aril performance objectives, suggested activities, informal classroom
assessments. and resources. There may he three or four units to support a particular theme: Below are the themes
and otitis for each level:

(trade Theme Unit

Ih About and Around Me About Mc
About School
About Families

3

People

Communities; Local and National

Communities Around the World .

People Need Food,.
People Need Clothing.
People Need Shelter.
Producers and Consumers

Our Community
Many Kinds of Communities
Many Communities One Nation

Nat'ural Regions Around the World
People in Communities Around Elie World



Grade..

8

"Flichie

1\larvlaml

'lilted States Studies

Vorld Studies

World Studies

1, World Studies

Unit

A I IiStOry of Maryltnid
/V Metropolitan Study: Ihe Washington
Metropolitan Area

Maryland Today

Opening a New Vorld
Thirteen Colonies Bekome a Nation.
Westward Movement

Ancient Mediterrancan
Civilizations: Fgvpt. Greece: and RoMe

Africa

unripe
USSR
ASia

Pre-Columhian Ametica
Latin America
Native Amer,icans
Canad!t and the United StateS

..
By its very nature, the content of social studies is subject to change and reinterpretation. Discoveries and
technological changes require continual modifications of content and classroom instruction. Teachers should use
current events as a vital and continuous part of the social studies program. Current events serve as a vehicle to view
change. to relate the past to the present: and to hypothesize about the future; and they serve as a vehicle for
understanding and interacting with the complexities of Modern society.

Description of Program
The social studies program employs in interdisciplinary approach coinbineS. concepts from 'history,
geography, and the other social sciences. The concepts appear as i)bjetives, serving as organizers for the
instruction. Instructional objectives are general statements of what the student ShoUld attain. These objectives are
included in MCPS curriculum guides appropriate tO the subject Offering, grade, or age level- and represent the
purposes of instruction appropriate for all students.

Traditionally, social studies has been viewed as the curricular area which has the major responsibility for develOping
those attitudes and understandings of social, economic, and political institutions that will foster a democratie_way of
life. In addition, a strong social studies program can help develop positive attitudes toward justice, human dignity,
-equal opportunity: anSI pluralism: Positive attitudes toward human dignity include appreciation for the work ethic,
pride in success: and striving for success in work.

A factual knowledge and understanding of our past and present-is essential to making decisions about our future.
The social studies program identifies skills in time and chronology, map and globe use; and problem solving in order
to deal with new situations and problems. Thus, a student-will he able to select an appropriate technique or skill and
apply the data not only to social studies content but also to everyday situations.

\ stated, the purpose of social studies instruction is to provide activities which help learners to de'velop knowledge;
attitudes. and skills necessary for the practice of effective citizenship. Throughout each grade level there are
objectives which require studentS to think critically. It is the intent of the instructional and performance objectives
and the questioning strategies and activities included in the .instructional guides to have students use higher levels of
thinking skills. The objectives require students to perform tasks using critical thinking skills as early as kindergarten .
and first grade. At theSe levets,:for example, students "differentiate between:" "give reasons for," "identify facton(
Which influence,- and "compare and contrast." By Grades 3 and 4, students are asked to "predict the effects of,"
"give geographical reasons why," and "identify reasons for." Examples for Grades 5-8 include "examine reasons for,"
"identify strengths and weaknesses," "analyze relationships," "assess the effect of," and "predict future. . .

The activities in the social studies instructional guides serve as vehicles for the application of basic skills. The use of
reading and language arts Skills is essential for the study of the content for social studies. The student, is required to
apply the skills necessary in understanding word meanings; to utilize the skills necessary for. effective use of_a
textbook; and to interpret, analyze; and synthesize information as well as to evaluate print and nonPrint materials. In



the instructional program utilizes library media skills in the understanding and application of knowledge.
There are niam, activities that require students to do research, using such skills as locatirig information, taking notes,
and organizing data. Sources used to research topics As well as those_used in daily instruction should include the
newspaper. TV. and radio along with othi.r print and uonprint mat oats. Students present their findings orally and
in writing..

Fach social studies unit has activities on time and chronology, map and globe skills, and problem solving integrated
where appropriate: Specific instructional objectives have been written for map and globe use and time and
chronology:

General Information
Relationships te> Other Programs

Social studies program activities serve as a vehicle for the application Of basic skills in reJtding/Iiinguiige arts and
niathematicS. Through activities related to social studies, the teacher also provides opportunities for students to
integrate science. career education, Project Basic competencies, and health-related materials.

Re ading/Language :Arts and Social Studies; K-8

The reading, litcning objectives in narration and exposition can he taught in conjunction with the instructional
objective's of the K-8 social studies program. The reading /listening objectives are iniended to help the student read
the basic forms of discourse through which infornuttion about social studies is conveyed in textbooks, tnidebooks.
journafs. and kthoratory reports. Reading language zit-is units in narration and exposition were developed using
social studies grade level themes. Sec Program of Studies. English/Language Arts. K-8, Part L Reading and
Livening. for grade level olcctivcs.)

Mathematics and Social Studies, -S

Skills activities that are common to mathematics and social studies are included in the social studies instructional
guides at appropriate grade levels. These activities supplement and reinforce the use of mathematics skills while
developing social studies concepts.

Science and Social Studies. K-8

The K-8 science program ieziehes students about their environment through observations and interpretation. -Ionics
common to science and social studies arc included in the Social studies instructional guides at appropriate grade
levels. 'These topics include food, shelter, environmental factors, simple machine's, and technology.

Library Media Reyearch and communication Skills

The use of media research and communication skills is vital to the instructional program. The K-8 social studies
program utilizes media skills as vehicles to acquiring and applying knowledge: Activities in the instructional guides
allow students to practice and use:

skills needed to locate resources
SkillS needed find inforthatidn Within selected resources
skills needed to communicate ztnd present ideas in both audio and visual formats (See MCPS instructional
Objectives for InforMation Retrieval and Media Production, 1978.1

Project Basic and Social Studies; K4

THrough Project Basle, the Maryland State Board.of Education has established objectives in the areas of Basic Skills
and Life SkillS. Basic Skills are in reading, mathematics, and writing; Life Skills are in citizenship, survival, work, and
arts/physical education. The objictives of the Basic Skills subjects and those of citizenship. survival,and work were
included in the curriculum of every Maryland public school beginning, with the 1981-82 school year. Objectives in the'
area of arts /physical education must. he included beginning with the 1983-84 school year.

The competency-based aspect of Project Basic requires that every student, in order to obtain a high schObl.diploma,
:lemonstrate competency by examination in each of the Basic Skills and in the areas of citizenship and survival.
Maryland educational bylaw has alreadv_established_the Maryland Functional Reading Test as a reading requirement
for all nonhandicapped students gritdm.tting in Jime 1982 and thereafter. See Project Basic for EverrOra>.:
larplionentution Cinidelines.ior Han, ticapped .Students for requirements for handicapped students. Other bylaws will
establish the graduation competenci requirements in the remaining areas.

Most of .the Project Basic competencie: have been a part of the MCPS curriculum. However, it is now additionally

3



important to ensure that the MCPSeurriculum provide opportunities for all students to develop and demonstrate all
of the Protect Basic competericies.1:ach of the required subject areas contributes in a .specified manner to this total
effort. Fhe social studies program, conti-ibUtes to many ways; but most specifically, it provides instruction in the
Protect Basic objectives listed below at the grade level in which they are most directly addressed. The Project-Basic
iihiective number in parentheses permits location of the objective in the state's Declared Competencies Index and
Project Basic instruction guides.

Kindergarten

Grade

(; r ade

;rade 7

(;ride 8

iive examples of how an individuak personal behavior affects the behaN;iior of
others. 12.5.1.91

World of Illork
Identify employers and job opportunities in the local and surrounding communities.
0,3.1.7)

Wiir/d of Wri-rk
Identify the skills, knowledge, and training required for major occupational
categories. 14.1.1.14)

Mirk/ of Work
Identify the advantages that individualS can deriYe from work. (4.1.1.11

It'orlil of Work
Identify ways to enter the world of work. 14.1.1.9)

Identify educational opportunities available in selected careers.

Identify the skills, knowledge; and training required for major occupational
categories. 14.1.1.141

Career Education and Social Studies K-8

Career education is a continuing educational process used by school and community to provide and assist all
individuals with opportunities lo tieve/op .e/f- and career awareness: explore a variety HI career optaoh; and.ehoave
and prepare for appropriate. NiniAfring. and potentially changing cowers.

Infusing career education objectives into the social studies instruction as designated is the responsibility of every
teacher. The materials have been developed cooperatively by social studies and career education staff to help
teachers facilitate this infusion into the K-8 social studies curriculum. The objectives appear in each curriculum
guide as appropriate.



Career Education instructional Objectives in
Kindergarten
Show evidence of self-understanding.

line interests; abilities, and values.

Dennnstrate how sah.,:faiction can be derived from a
product one makes Or a service one. provides.

Analyze how work contributes to social needs.

Examine occupations within the school and, the local
community through observations of individuals in

careers that relate to identified interests.;

First Grade
Determine occupations that fulfill personal and social
needs.

Second Grade
Describe ways in which society depends On unique
charactitristics of individuals.

Determine jobs necessary to maintain it community.

Determine sources of 'Stereotyping.

Third Grade
Examine interests, abilities, and values.

Fourth Grade
Determine that individuals have unique characteristics.

Describe ways in which society depends on unique
characteristics of individuals.

Determine factors which influence career options.

Determine jobs necessary to maintain a community.

Analyze the skills required for certain jobs.

Demonstrate a knowledge of employment trends:

Identify some jobs available today that may not he
available in the future.'

Describe how work can influence'a person's feeling
about himself/herself.

Analyze how work contributes to social needs.

Determine sources of stereotyping.

Fifth Grade
Show evidence of Self-understanding.

Describe social forces that. have influenced the labor
force.

Social Studies
Sixth Grade
Define different work value systems and contrast
these with a personal work value system:

Demonstrate how satisfaction can be derived from a
product one make- or a service one provides.

Identify some jobs available today that may not he
available in the future.

Seventh Grade
Define different work value sysnms and contrast
these with a personal work value system.

'Determine jobs necessary to maintain a community.

Describe how work can influence a person's feeling
about himself/herself.

Analyze how work contributes to social needs.

Evaluate how a career choice can affect life style.

Determine that changing job characteristics may
require retraining.

Eighth Grade
Describe ways in which societ:i depends on unique
characteristics of individuals.

Define different work value systems and Contrast
these with a personal work value :;ysterr,

Analyze the skills required for certain jobs;

*Analyze why retraining may he necessary at different
intervals in ones career.

Identify some jobs available today that may not he
available in the future.

occupationsDetermine ccupationS thal fulfill personal and social
needs.

*Relate education and training to employability.

Determine that changing job characteristics may
require retraining:

'This ohjective is paired with a closely related Project Basic 'WVortd of Work- objective.

5



MOPS Instructional (guides and Related Materials
instructi4mid guides and related. teacher support materials are revised periodically. instructional guides may he
obtained from the Division of Supply Management. Related materials May he obtained from the stjblect coordinator.

Instructional Guides

Grade Title

About ;old Around Me

People

Communities: Local and National

Communities Around the World

Maryland

tibited States Studies

Vorld Studies: Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations and Africa

7 World Studies: Europe; Soviet Union, and Asia
Studies:yre-Columbian America, Latin AmeriCa: Native.Americans, and Canada and t hilted StateS

Related Materials

Ration ale tilt Simci it Studies

Delineation of Objectives by Grade LevelS

Annotated Bibliographies: K-8

Map and Globe Continuum Chart and Manual

Approved textbooks for the social studies program are listed in the MCPS1.&vizentaly Textbook List and -Secondary
Textbook List: Approved films are listed in the MCPS Catalog.

Project Basic hiSfrulional Guide: Volume II Survival MSDE, 1980. Social Studies IcS. PrOjec! Basic
InStructional .Voluthe IV World of Work: MSDE, Social Studies K-8.
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Kindergarten

I he me: About and Arotizci

I I I IC I II( t' 1)1k)11131 !if hlIP,ICIp.,;111C11'1\ dt'111;11C(1 I he tot.:1 pi 1,!:n

i-iiN In 011111'111 :Mil kik tilt'

fir ',01.11 ftidIcs K I he pidistain Imo. %id:am/cif around duce central tutus Al,oeit hoot

Fanitk.s.

I he piste sonic pits Li n turnlioicciiial in goodkatizenship such it`, .,M11111:11!, 11CP-,,11.11

and groups. ('nail 11111)1;111 telalltMS Skills arc eniiih..i,,./ed li ft:1%1111.: ,ttidents

uniqueness of nil people the slutilaritii, among people, and the itidt%iduill ahlltor, present r.i all r.pi..:

Some ;tic' I h'

Cillit.-cpts L'Stithilsticki Al the chili': Irc'cI. .Stuelerit, ~unit tine Iililt trllirii profile ill ,,'tit >`. ,coil tl;e ;; ,'f,t

;IliplIcS thc." NI:111 ;It z 11111Ci,111,,,cd

with the ci Mit:ill nl the 111StitIctional t° ti11e

Fair orgiiiii?iitional purposes. flint i t About Is tea I WI 2 Ahutit ['nit \P ii .

three scimr:t.tt. tititre I , what is taught on th, kindergarten imeirelated t hdlitpilt17.--1-,-...

ohleCtiVc-, tic-Ming With Itli. A Cilet11111i
Iust rttctiiinul t2,11tik }lir, been del.(flopecl the ititeracianiinship s

Units

t I: ..thmIt

1,11)vit umnpictioll of (tin unit About Nb.., die chi! ii should aide I

explain %k hat makes inilkidinils unique
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demonstrate the meaning of above and below
demonstrate the meaning of forward and backward
demonstrate the meaning of toward and away from
orient himself/herself in relation to the environment

Representation

irecognize objects which represent ideas in the mmediate environment
.demonstrate that pictures or symbols can represent real objects

recognize that color may be a symbol of water

Spatial Relations

demonstrate the meaning of up and dgwn
demonstrate the meaning of high and low
demonstrate the meaning of near and far
categorize places in the school environment that illustrate the meaning of up and down, high and low, near and far

Tim_e find Chronology Skills and Objectives

By the end of Kindergarten, each child should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

compare and order by time (before, after, earlier, later)
identify the correct hour on a clock
name days of the week in order
illustrate a sequence of personal experiences
indicate sequence and chronological order by using ordinal terms (1st, 2nd; 3rd; 4th)

Reading and Critical Thinking SkillS

See Kindergarten objectives: Program of Studies - Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Skills

See Kindergarten objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production, 1978, pp.
3-5, 8, 10.



Grade
Theme: People

Overview

The first grade-social studies program actively involves children in learning about human needs for food, clothing;
and shelter and develops understanding of basic economic concepts: "People Need Food" introduces ways by which
people of different cultures/national origins meet their need for food. Origins of foods; dietary customs; and
availability of foods are the focal topics. Children are given first-hand experiences with a wide variety of foods.

"People Need Clothing" focuses on the impact of culture and environment on clothing needs. Selection of clothing is
considered from the perspectives of appropriate dress for specific weather conditions; seasons of the year; and
environmental conditions as well as national or traditional dress worn by members of different culture groups.
Modern clothing production is explored and compared with that of the past: Emphasis is placed on the steps in the
production process; and information is presented on the workers; tools; and machines utilized in the process:

"People Need Shelter" focuses on protection in the natural environment. Children trace the construction of shelters
and explore how all shelters change the natural environment. Emphasis is placed on utilities as energy'sources and
on the need to conserve this energy for future use. Good health and safety are concepts introduced as a part of the
maintenance of shelters.

The last unit. -Producers and Consumers," is organized around basic economic concepts. Good's and services and
the choices people make to satisfy their needs and wants are expanded. Various mediums of exchange and the
interdependent roles of buyers and sellers are explored. Focus is given to advertising and its impact on the
decision-making process regarding the purchase of goods and services.

Opportunities are provided for direct learning experiences dealing with specialization and division of labor.
Emphasis is given to the impact of technology on modern production and the environment.

Units

Unit 1. People Need Food

llpon completion of the unit People Need Food, the child should he able to:

explain why people need nutritional food
trace the production of foOd
indicthe how people obtain the food they need
indictite how people of other culttireS tpy have different methods of food Selection and preparational traditionS
identify factOrS which influence food Se'tL4,--qi'on

Unit 2 People Need Clothing

Upon completion of the unit People Need Clothing, the child should he able to:

recognize that people's use of clothing is influenced by culture and environment
describe how clothing is produced
indicate how people obtain clothing
identify ways people can care for their elOthing

Unit 3; People Need Shelter

Upon completion of the unit People Need Shelter, the child should he able to:

recognize that people's use of shelter is influenced by culture and environment
describe how shelters are constructed
explain the use of utilities in shelterS
identify ways people can care for their Shelters

Unit 4; Producers and Consumers

Upon completion of the unit Producers and Consumers, the child should he able to:

identify factors whiehinfluence the _choices people make when they buy goods and services
deScribe ways in which people provide goods_and services in order to obtain money
explain how diViSionS of labor and specialization affect producers and consumers



identify the uses of money
i ndicate ways people may change their natural environment as they produce goods and services

Map and Globe Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 1, the child should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

Location

locate designated areas in the school environment
demonstrate the meaning of the term opposite
demonstrate the meaning of right and left
explain with directional words how to get from one place to another in the school environment

Representation

identify by symbol on a map certain designated areas in the school environment
construct a simple map with appropriate symbols of the school environment

Spatial Relations

demonstrate that up is away from the surface of the earth, and down is toward the surface of the earth
demonstrate the meaning of distance between two points
measure distance between two points using nonstandard units
demonstrate that models represent real objects
compare distance between points in the school environment
compare several routes between two points in the school environment

Time and Chronology Skills and Objectives

By the end of Grade 1, each child should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

read time notation to five-minute intervals
identify day; week, month oh calendar
name the months in sequence
identify dates or special events on a calendar

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level I objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 1 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production, 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grade 2
Theme: Communities, Local and National

Overview

The second grade social studies program focuses on the characteristics of rural, suburban; and urban communities:
These communities are seen as being dependent upon one another; thus creating a larger community the United
States: Emphasis is placed on the contributions made by people of various ethnic and cultural backgrounds as welt as
the rights and responsibilities of individuals within a community.

The introductory unit, "Our Community," defines the local community as a group of people living in.a specified
location, which may be urban, suburban, or rural. The community is seen as providing many goods and services; but
at the same time, it is dependent on other cottimunities for some of its needs. Development in transportation and
communications is explored to show the benefits to individuals and to the community as a Whole. Ways in which the
loc-al community pays tribute to the skills and contributions of its citizens are also highlighted.

"Many Kinds of Communities" emphasizes three distinct kinds of communities urban; suburban. and rural.
Students_ recognize their local community as one of these three kinds and compare it with the other two types of
communities. Diversity of population; employment opportunities; and the uniqueness found in each community are
examined in detail. The provision of goods jnd services and the linkage between communities by transportation and
communication systems are studied.

"Many Communities One Nation" focuses on the geographical; political; and cultural background of the nation:
The United States is viewed as a-large community composed of many urban; suburban; and rural communities, each
having unique characteristics. The unit places emphasis on the democratic form of government based on individual
freedoms and responsibilities; the diversity in ethnic and cultural backgrounds of the population; and ways in which
the country, its people, and special events are honored and celebrated.

Units

Unit 1. OM- Community

Upon completion of the unit Our Community, the student should be able to:

describe the characteristics of our community
identify our community workers and the goods and services they provide
identify employers and job opportunities in the local and surrounding communities (4.3.1.7)*
identify the forms of transportation and communication available in our community
describe how our community is changing
indicate ways in which people in the community honor people and their skills through special events

Unit 2. Many Kinds of communities

Upon completion of the unit Many Kinds of Communities, the student should be able to:

identify characteristics of urban communities
identify characteristics of suburban communities
identify characteristics of rural communities
explain how transportation and communication link urban, suburban, and rural communities

Unit 3. Many Communities One Nation

Upon completion of the unit Many Cominunities One Nation, the student should be able to:

describe the characteristics of our country
identify the characteristics which make the United States a democratic nation
recognize the United States as a home for people of various ethnic and cultural origins
identify the significance of special days or weeks designated to honor our country, its people, and special events

Project Basic Objective



Map and Globi Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 2, the student should be able to perform the following' minimal skills:

Location

recognize landmarks in the immediate environment
locate the North and South Poles on a globe
indicate that north is toward the Nortli Pole and south is toward the South Pole on a globe
identify the cardinal directions
identify the cardinal directions on a globe
identify the cardinal directions on a map
locate North America on a globe
locate North America on a map
locate the United States on a globe
locate his/her home state on a United States map
follow a route between two points, using cardinal adireetions
describe a route between two points, using cardinal directions
describe the location of his/her home state on a map of the United States, using cardinal directions

Representation

show that the globe as a sphere is a symbolic representation of the earth
locate land and water masses on a globe
show that maps are symbolic representations of the earth
locate land and water masses on a map
compare a globe and a map as symbols of the earth

Spatial Relations

measure the distance between a series of points, using nonstandard units
measure the distance between two points on a map, using nonstandard units
show high and low places on a raised relief model
compa.-e several routes to and froi nome

Time and Chronology Skills Objectiv,:s

By the end of Grade 2, each child should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

state the relationships of day to week to month to year
construct a time line of personal experiences
construct a time line of historical events

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 2 objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 2 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production, 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grade 3
Theme: Communities Around the World

Overview

The third grade social studies is organized around the concepts of culture and community: Culture, one of the most
important social studies concepts. is introdtieed and taught in a world setting: The concept of community,
introduced in Grade 2. is extended to specific locations in the world:

Through comparative studies of selected w.)rld communities, students learn that all people_ have basic needs
human, social, and economic which are met in a variety of ways. Students continue their exploration of the impact
of the physical environment on the development of a particular society. Three communities studied in depth, in both
the present and the past, illustrate simple and complex patterns of living in different physical environments.

"Natural_ Regions Around the World deals with the natural regions of the world and-the characteristics of each
regiOti. ThiS curriculum is organize.d around a four-category regionalization of the earth: tundra, desert, grassland,
and forest. It iS*ery important for the teaeher to help Students understand the characteristics of these regions as well
as alternative ways to separate the earth into regions.

Ixtensive work on map and globe skills should be pursued in the first unit: the objectives being met thrQugh a variety
Of map and globe activities. By linking skills to specific content objectives: teachers can help students learn to use
map and globe skills to gather information. "PeoplZ! in Communities Around the World" provides strengthened
Understanding of other peoples and their traditions and aspirations. Illustrative units can provide many opportunities
for students to stacly other cultures and value systems in_ order to broaden their understandings of the notions of
justice. equal opportunity. human dignity. and pluralism. In addition. students have many opportunities to practice
problem- solving and map and globe Ski IIS.

Unit I. Natural Regions Around the World

t ipon completion of the Linn Natural Regions Around the World. the student should he able to:

identify characteristics of each of the world's natural regions

Unit 2. People in Communities Around the World

Upon completion of the unit People in Communities Around the World, the student Should he able to:

identify the characteristics of selected communities
indicate how the natural environment has influenc.xl the way people meet their needs
identify characteristics of family units in selected communities
differentiate between contemporary and traditional patterns of living
indicate how m6dern technology has changed the way people live
compare ways by which people satisfy their needs
identify ways in which coinntimitieS have adopted ideas and 'ethnology from other communities

Map and Globe Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade .1. the student should he able to perform the followittij minimal skills:

Location

locate the Equator on a globe
locate the Equator on zi world map
identify Northern anti Southern Hemispheres in relation to the Equator
locate the Prime Meridian on a globe
locate the Prime Meridian on a world map
identify Eastern zinc' Western Hemispheres in relation to the Prime Meridian
determine the cardinal directions by using the North Arrow on a map
identify intermediate directions
identify directions by using a compass rose
identify the intermediate directions on a map
compare places on a globe in relation to the North and South Poles
distinguish the hemisphere in which_ places are Ideated
construct a compass rose using cardinal and intermediate directions
orient a map, using a compass rose

13
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I

identify the directions from one place to another on a map. using cardinal and intermediate directions
identify the directuins from one place to another on a globe. using cardinal and intermediate directions

Representation

identify the difference between natural and cultural features
use symbols from Key/Legend to identify places on a map
name and identify the continents and oceans on a globe
name and identify the continents and oceans on a world map
identify the symbols for political boundaries
use political boundaries to identify specified locations on a map
construct a key to explain a map
distinguish between natural and cultural features on a map
distinguish between the continents and oceans on a globe
distinguish between the continents and oceans on a map
compare the size and shape of selected areas on a globe
compare the size and shape of selected areas on a map
describe the earth based on information obtained from a globe
compare the advantages and disadvantages of showing data on a globe and on a map

Relations

S i OW high and low elevations on a raked relief map
explain verbal scale
explain linear scale
compare the distance between points on a map using nonstandard units

Time and Chiarto logy Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 3, the student should he able to perform the following minimal skills:

read and write time abbreviations (a.m., p.m.. hr., yr.)
identify the months of the seasons of the year
describe family histories in terms of generations

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 3 objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 3 objectives: instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Pro auction, 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grade 4
Theme: Maryland

Overview

Maryland is the basic subject fair social studies, at Grade 4; There are three units: A HistorY of Maryland; A
Metropolitan Study: The Washington Metropolitan Area: and Maryland Today. The year's program is designed to
provide students with a historical background. a geographic perspective, and the cultural characteristicS of their
state: The contributions to American life by Marylanders from a variety of ethnic., and cultural backgroutiuS is
visible part or the study of Maryland.

'_'A History of Maryland- begins aS stOdentS examine the lifestyle'of the American Indians before the arrival of the
European colonists. An analysis is Made of the motives for _colonization, the colonization process; and the
characteristics of Maryland as a colony. The impact of the American Revolution on people living in Maryland is
studied; With emphasis on the events which illustrated the larger issues both before and during the war: The
development Of Maryland as -II state is traced in terms of economic, social, and political aspects: The Civil War is
examined through political issues. A survey of those economic and social changes which occurred in Maryland
between 1850 and 1900 provides information concerning the influence of the roles and contributions of men and
women from a variety of cultural, ethnic. and racial origins.

The second unit is a case study which focuses on the Washington Metropolitan Area. Initially. the general
char icieristics or a m'etropolitan area are explored. The feiltares of the Washington, D. C., metropolitan arett: and

NIOntgOniery (:'purity, are i Xanilt:ed and compared with those of another metropolitan iirea: The area is
c.,+,;..P)iited further in teriiiS Of Work Op!-;ort =ties. availability of goods anti services. itnd the variety of people living in
;the aria thei, prserve their different ethnic and cultural heritziges. The unit concludes with at comparative
studs of othet met r0001itan areas in the United States'and the effects on these areas of advancements in technology.

"Maryland Today,- the third unit, is organized around the geographic characteristicS, environmental concerns, and
the cultural heritage of Maryland's people. Emphitsis is placed on the Significiint cOntributions that Maryland men
and women representing a variety of cultural. ethnic, and racialprigins are making in numerous fields of endeavor in
Maryland today.

Uhits

Unit 1; A History of Maryland

Upon completion of the unit A History of Maryland. the student should be able to:

describe how the Native Americans in Maryland lived prior to the arrival of the Europeans
explain how Maryland was colonized
describe various lifestyles in colonial Maryland
trace the settlement of Maryland's western frontier
describe how the War for Independence affected the people living in Maryland
trace the history of Maryland as a stag; emphasizing the political; social, and economic development of all groups
of people frOm 1787 to 1850
describe the roles played by the men and women of Maryland in the effort to abolish slavery
indicate economic and social changes in Maryland which occurred between 1850 and 1900
identify the roles and contributions of men and women reprecenting a variety of cultural, ethnic, and racial origins

Unit 2.:1 Metropolitan Study: The Washington Metropolitan Area

Upon completion of the unit Metropolitan Study, the student should he able to:

identify characteristics Of a metropolitan area
indicate kinds of work opportunities found in a metropolitan area
identify the skills._knowledge, and training required for major occupational categories (4,1:1.141*.
explain hOW people in the WAShitigtOn metropolitan area obtain the. goods and services they need and want
describe the kindS of groups of people who live in the Washington metropolitan area
describe the functions of the Montgomery County government
compare and contrast different metropolitan areas in the United States
identify ways in which metropolitan areas change

Project 13asic Objective
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Unit 3. Maryland Today

Upon completion of the unit Maryland Today, the student should; be able to:
,

describe important geographic features of Maryland and Montgomery County
. indicate how people in Maryland can protect the environmental quality of the state

indicate how people in Maryland preserve their cultural heritage
describe the roles and contributions of Maryland men and women who are making outstanding contributions
today and who are. representative of a variety of cultural; ethnic; and racial origins

Map and Globe 56*.; Objectives,

By the end of Grade 4, the student should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

Location

locate directions, using a compass
use coordinates to locate places on a grid
locate places, using a grid on a road map
trace routes on a- road map
construct simple maps which are properly oriented as to direction'
orient a map, using a compass
locate states bordering Maryland on a regional map

Representation

identify different types of map symbols to show the same location
identify landforms, bodies of water, and coastal features, using drawings or pictures
identify landforms, bodies of water, and coastal features on a map
identify the size or cities and towns, using Key/Legend
use symbols to describe places on a road map
describe-an area; using the map symbols and keys
distinguish betweerfthe various types of roads indicated on a road map
compare landforms; bodies of water, and coastal features of a given area
compare the size of cities and towns through the-use of the key
distinguish between the various symbols on a road map
identify different types of political subdivisions on a regional map (e.g., nations, states, provinceS, counties)

Spatial Relations

measure distance on a map, using verbal scale
measure distance on a map, using linear scale
compare the actual length of a city block or mile with that shown on a street map

Time and Chronology Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 4, the student should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

state time on the clock to the minute
identify specific dates of early settlements in Maryland
identify the duration of the Colonial Period and the Revolutionary Period
construct a time line of Revolutionary events in Maryland

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 4 objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 4 objectives: Instructions' Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production; 1978; pp. 3-10:
4t4
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Grade 5
Theme: UnitedStates Studies

Overview

The focus of the fifth grade social studies curriculum is early American history: The three units of study carry the
students from the period of discovery and exploration through the westward movement prior to the Civil War. The
course is designed; in part, to build upon the fourth grade units on Maryland. The primary purpose however; is to
have students learn about the settlement and development of our nation during its first two centuries. Concepts,
generalizations, and facts learned in the fifth grade will be further developed in the eighth grade unit on Canada and
the United States.

The introductory unit, "Opening a New World," is organized around historical evidence and culture. The Egyptians,
Chinese, Vikings, Native Americans, and Europeans are all conjectured as being among the first to explibre and/pr
settle in the Americas. The specific cultures of the West Africans, Native Americans, and Europeans before they
came together in the Americas are examined. Emphasis is placed on the distinct cultural characteristics of each
group and the wide variety of differences from one group to another. The influences of these distinct cultures upon
the development of different colonial settlements are analyzed.

The second unit, "Thirteen Colonies Become a Nation," traces the transition of the thirteen colonies from colonial
status through independence. Comparisons are made of the natural environments, social organizations, economic
activities, and political participation which influenced the regional differences that developed among the thirteen
colonies.

The Revolutionaty War period is organized around the concept of authority and focuses on the causes of conflict
between England and the colonies. The Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, the

'Constitution, and the Bill of Rights are shown as documents that demonstrate the American view of government in
terms of the basic principles of democracy which evolved during the colonial period. At the same time it is
recognized that "democracy- included but one segment of American society before being extended to other people.

The last unit focuses on the westward movement of Americans and on frontier life. The movement is viewed in the
larger context of 19th century American life. Emphasis is placed on the abundance of land, individualism, economic
opportunity, and social forces which influenced the movement. Consideration is given to the forms of government
which -were established on the frontier and then modified as settlement increased.

The means by which land was acquired by the national government and made available to citizens are examined.
Emphasis is placed on the ways in which pioneers adapted to the variety of frontier environments and how the early
self-sufficiency of frontier life 'gave way to larger forms of cooperation. An analysis is made of. th,.: attitudes of
individualism and equality which existed but which were, however, limited to one segment of American society.

Units

Unit 1. Opening a New World

Upon completion of the unit Opening a'New World, the student should be able to:

describe ways in which people investigate the past
identify cultural characteristics common to the many Native American peoples
describe what it was like to live in West Africa before Africans were brought to America
explain how life in Europe stimulated exploration
describe the initial settlement of American colonies

Unit 2. Thirteen Colonies Become a Nation

Upon completion. of the unit Thirteen Colonies Become a Nation, the student should be able to

compare ways of living in the Southern, Middle, and New England colonies
describe events that led to the Revolutionary War
describe how the American colonies won their independence from the English government
identify political effects of the American Revolution upon people living in the United States

Unit 3. Westward Movement

Upon completion-of the unit Westward Movement; the student should be able to:

identify reasons why people migrated west
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identify the ways by vvhich settlers acquired land
describe how pioneers used their resourcefulness to adapt to the environment
analyze the relationship between thC Westward Mtivement and Ti provements in transportation
describe how the frontier experience created a need for interdependence

Map and Globe Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 5, the student should he able to perform the following minimal skills:

Location

locate on a globe the Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Arctic Circle, and Antarctic Circle in relation to the
Equator and the Poles
locate on a map the Tropic ofCancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Arctic Circle, and Antarctic Circle in relation to the
Equator and the Poles
locate and identify on*a United States map each of the fifty states and its capital

Representation

identify natural regions on a map
identify cultural regions on a map .
compare the characteristics of natural regions on a map
compare the characteristics of cultural regions on a map
demonstrate that different types of maps give different information
compare historical maps to identify change
compare locations of a political unit to other political units in that continent

Spatial Relations

identify the difference between a large scale map and a small scale map
identify the difference in elevation between two or more locations
compare different sized maps of the same:area
compare the scales on a large scale map and a small scale map
identify physical features shown on a map which influence the location of land and, water routes

Time and Chronology Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 5, the student should he able, to perform the following minimal skills:

identify the dates of early colonial settlements in the United States
construct a time line of U.S history from the Age of Exploration through the Westward Movement
plot concurrent events of the New England, Middle, and Southern colonies which resulted in the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War
designate time from colonial period through Westward Movement in terms of generations
determine time covered from Jamestown to today in terms of years, decades, and centuries
identify Westward Expansion in concurrence with events of the Revolutionary War

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 5 objectives: Program of Studies = Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade' 5 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production, 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grades 6-8
World Studies

The fourth and fifth grades emphasis on state and country is expanded in the three-year World Studies sequence at
Grades 6-8. Each of the world's cultural areas receives a semester'of intensive study through a sequence which is
largely historical: The eastern hemisphere is studied before the western hemisphere and early history is studied
before contemporary history.

Each unit is organized around the concept of civilization and the five subconcepts of environment; culture; social
Organization, economy, and technology.

Civilization is the predominant concept developed in this curriculum:

Civilization is defined as- a stage of social development involving:

beliefs and practices which tortri the baSiS_Of -culture
. knowledge and skills employed to satisfy the needs and wants of people

organizations Which evolved within the culture
relationships with people of other cultures

Each civilization is analyzed in terms of:

the environment which refers to location, physical features, earth -sun relationships, climate, and natural
vegetation
the cultural characteristics which distinguish One society from another
social organization, which refers to the evolution of the interaction within and among social groups and of their
political philosophies
economy, which refers to human occupations; the production and distribution of goods and services, and external
trade
technological contributions of the people to the development of their own society
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Grade 6
Theme: World Studies

Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations and Africa

Overview

-Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations" is the introductory unit in a three-year World Studies program developed far
Grades 6-8: This unit leads the students through the:d&V-elopment of civilizations in Egypt; Greece, and Rome and
emphasiies those aspects of civilization which influenced the development of western civilization. More specifically;
Egyptian society is studied in terms of centraliiation of power, the stratification of society, and the emergence of
distinct cultural characteristics: Greece is studied in terms of the evolution of democratic practices; the political and
economic activities of city-states. and those cultural characteristics which formed the basis of western culture. Rome
is studied in terms of the development of law-based republican government, the extension of the empire state, and its
contributions made to western culture.

Egypt; Greece; and Rome may be taught sequentially or concurrently. The first four instructionaLobjectives and
focuses are the same for Egypt; Greece; and Rome.

The unit On Africa is new to the Grade 6 social studies curriciVum. Students are presented with an accurate view of
selected African cultures, to counter the "Dark Continent" myth and the "Taman" syndrome. Students will learn
that ideas and developments, art works, resources, and people with great aspirations and abilities have arisen from
the countries on the African cotttinent.

The study of Africa is organized into four sections: geography, history, society and culture, and contemporary life.
The initial section deals with the geography of the continent. It also examines the Location of the continent and its
polictical divisions, ;"lisatural transformations, and the distribution of_ the population. This geopolitical focus enables
students to see how peoples' lives and customs are influenced bythe natural environment. .

The second section describes the family as the basic unit of social organization. By studying the organization of a
family from a selected ethnic group, students can see how the family structure and functions meet the basic needs of
its members. Selected case studies enable students to understand how the family perpetuates the culture of a specific
ethnic group.

The third section focuses on early African civilizations such as Kush, Songhai, and Azania. These civilizations are
analyzed in terms of location, economic activity, and technological development. , The historical perspective enables.
students to see why Europeans of many nations went to Africa; how they.gained authority; what resistance they met,
and how they exploited countries and peoples to meet their own needs. This section concludes with a look at the
independence movements and the transfer of power to the Black African leaders of the new nations.

The final section deals with contemporary Africa and its role and influence in world affairs. Attention is given to
nation-building efforts; economic endeavors primarily agricultural undertakings; and the organization,. of
governments to meet the needs of their people. Studies of selected countries provide students with environmental,
technological, and economic background for understanding contemporary Africa.

Units

Unit 1. Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations

The following four instructional objectives are the same for Egypt, Greece, and Rome:

Upon completion of the unit Mediterranean Civilizations, the student should be able to:

describe the characteristics of Mediterranean civilizations
evaluate the influence of the environment upon the development of civilization
explain the role of technological change in the development of civilization
identify important economic concepts related to the development of civilization

Egypt

describe ways in which power was exercised in this ancient Mediterranean civilization
trace the development of the distinct characteristics of civilization in Egypt
identify characteristics of ancient Mediterranean civilization§ that are reflected in western civilizations

Greece

describe the way power was exercised in this Mediterranean civilization
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(race the developMent of distinct cultural characteristics evidenced in the life of Ancient Greece
identify characteristics of ancient Mediterranean civilizations that are reflected in western civilizations

Rome

describe ways in which power was exercised in this ancient Mediterranean civilization
trace the development of distinct characteristics of civilization in Rome
identify characteristics of ancient Mediterranean civilizations that are reflected in western

Unit 2. Africa

Upon completion of theuriit Africa, the student should be able to

describe the physical, political; and cultural characteristics of the continent of Africa
describe the social, political; and economic role of farrhlies in selected ethnic groups of some African countries
describe the characteristics of early African civilizations
trace human developments in African countries from European contact through their independence movement
describe how African people in selected..nations are meeting the challenges facing them today
examine the concept of global interdependency as_it relates to .African nations and the rest of the world
describe how people of African heritage have contributed to the hiStory, culture, and growth of the United ;rates

Map and Globe Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 6, the student should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

Location

define parallels of latitude
define meridians of longitude
demonstrate that parallels of latitude indicate direction north and south of the Equator
demonstrate that meridians of longitude indicate direction east and west of the Prime Meridian
use latitude to indicate distance in degrees from the Equator
use longitude to indicate distance in degrees from the Prime Meridian
demonstrate directions from parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude
use atlas table of contents to locate the most appropriate political map for a given pm pose
use atlas index to locate the most appropriate political map for a given purpose
locate selected major countries of Africa on a map
locate selected major cities in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome on a map

Re.presentatton

identify abbreviations commonly found on maps
gather data about natural and cultural conditions on a map
select the most appropriate map for a given purpose
compare location of major political units to the United States
compare location and size of major political units in Africa and ancient f-!:g2; pt. Greece, inci Rome to political units
in the United States

Spatial Relations

identify the_direction of river flow in a map
determine the elevation of land from the flow of a river
describe the terrain of a specified region, using a physical map
describe the characteristics of a region, using information from two or more maps of the same area

Time and Chronology Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 6, the student should he able to perform the following minimal skills:

identify the duration of the Roman Empire
identify the duration of the Golden Age of Greece
identify the duration of the Egyptian Empire
identify the duration of selected ancient AfriCan civilizations
identify the duration of African colonialism
identify the duration of African slave trade
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construct a time line of ancient African civilizations
identify concurrent events in Egyptian; Roman, and Greek history
determine the difference between B.C. and A.D.

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 6 objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K -8. Reading and Listening:

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 6 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production. 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grade 7
Theme: World Studies

Units: Europe, USSR, and Asia
Overview

The seventh grade social studies program is the second part_of the three-year sequence in World Studies. The
program reinforces and broadens the students' uhderstanding of the concept of civilization developed at sixth grade.
Three new areas of study are introduced Europe, the Soviet Union, and ASia.

The program examines the development of social institutions in each of the three areas of study. One of the marks of
acivilization is the degree of refinement it demonstrates in its social institutions. It is suggested that students begin
with the study of Europe in order to initiate an analysis of the historical relationships among the peoples and the
institutions which have evolved to the present day.

History and geography are interwoven to describe the physical and cultural fragmentation which is characteristic of
Europe and which helps to explain its history. Feudalism, Christianity, and nationalism are studied for the impact on
Europeans in a pre-industrial world.

The se_venth-grade program_tilso covers the relationship between people and their environment. Population patterns
related to climate and landforms arc identified for the purpose of understanding economic, political, and social
develdpment. For example, Japan is seen as a nation with geographic and economic limitations; yet the Japanese
have overcome these limitations through the development of education, trade, and a strong national spirit.
COIOnittliSm is -an institution scrutinized as a device which some nations have used to overcome economic and
geographic limitations.

The relationships among the peoples of Eurasia is another important part Of the seventh grade program. The
relationships within each Of the three areas are analyzed as well as the effects Of interaction among the regions,
Students study the Europettn dominance in some parts Of Asia to ream the effect on both Asians and Europeans. The
SOviet Union's relationships with other nations are studied in light of contemporary world situations. The movement
of people towards greater self-determination is illustrated at this grade level as well.

As a result of this unit. students should have a better understanding of other peoples, a strengthened understanding
of citizenship, and the background from which they can later analyze social StudieS topics in the western hemiSphere
at Grade M.

Introduction: Eurasia

Upon completion of the introduction, Eurasia. the student should he able to:

identify the major physical and cultural characteristics of Eurasia

Unit 1. Europe

Upon completion of the unit Europe. the student should he able to:

indicate how the feudal system contributed to the development of Europe during the Middle Ages
describe the emergence of nation states in Europe
describe the effects of the Industrial Revolution on Europe
identify the advantages that individuals can derive from work 14 :1:1:1 is
describe important changes in Europe since World War II

Unit 2. USSR

Upon completion of the unit USSR. the student should he able to:

explain the impact of the Russian Revolution on the social, political, and economic structure of the nation
6 describe the influence Of the communist party on several aspects of Soviet life

assess the significance of Soviet influence in other parts of the world

Unit 3. Asia

Upon completion of the unit Asia. the student should be able to:

Project Basic Objectise



Middle East

explain the historical basis of conflicts in the Middle East
analyze the effects of oil on the Middle East and on the world economy

Indian Subcontinent

- identify the impact of foreign influence on the development of the Indian Subcontinent
explain the effect-of tradition on contemporary situations on the Indian Subcontinent

China

analyze the historical development of China during the dynastic period
analyze the historical development of modern China

Japan

identify the characteristics of early Japanese culture
describe the effects of rapid industrial growth on modern Japan

Southeast Asia

-explain how the strategic location of Southeast Asia has influenced its history
describe the different physical and cultural forces that have influenced the development of AuStralia and New
Zealand

Map and Globe Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 7, the student should be able to perform the following minimal Skills:

Location

locate places on a globe, using degrees of latitude and longitude
locate places on a map, using degrees of latitude and longitude
identify the latitude and longitude of a place on a globe
identify the latitude and longitude of a place on a map
locate places on a map, using latitude and longitude in minutes and seconds
use atlas to find the exact location of a city
locate major countries of Eurasia on a world map

Representation

identify slope through the use of shading, contour intervals, and hachure lines
compare regions on special-purpose maps
compare the relationships between physical factors and the climate of a region
identify the relationships between the location of specific industries, population, and the rratural resources of an
area, using special-purpose maps

Spatial Relations

measure distance between two points on a globe, using a Great Circle
identify Great Circle Routes on a Polar Projection
compare distortions on different types of map projections

Time and Chronology Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 7, the student should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

determine worldwide time differences (time zones)
identify the duration of the Industrial Revolution
identify the duration of the Arab-Israeli conflict
identify the duration of British colonialism in India
identify the duration of the Chinese Civil War and revolution
identify the specific dates of World War I
identify the specific dates of World War II
identify the specific dates of the Russian Revolution
identify the duration of Japanese isolation
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identify concurrent events 'in Wiw Id War I and the Russian RevOltition
identify concurrent events in the World War 11 period
state time, using a 24-hourclock
compare the sequence of development of industrialization in Europe. the Soviet Union, and Japan
.compare dates of events leading to revolution in Russia and China
construct a time line of Indian, Chinese. or Russian history
compare the duration of the imperial periods of China, Japan, and Russia

Reading and Critical Thinking Ski HS

See Level 7 objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8, Reading and Listening.

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 7 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieval and Media Production. 1978, pp. 3-10.
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Grade 8
Theme: World Studies

Units: Pre-Columbian America, Latin America, Native Americans, Canada and the United States

Overview

The eighth grade curriculum is the-third part of the three -year sequence in World Studies. The course reinforces and
broadens the students' understanding of concepts developed earlier in the sequence and introduces several new
concepts. The eighth grade is organized into four units, all of which deal with the western hemisphere.

The introductory unit; "Pre-Columbian America:" provides a geographical orientation to the areas where early
civilizations developed in the western hemisphere. An analysis of the influence of the physical environment on the
development of the Mayan, Incan, and Aztec civilizations is emphasized. CharacteriSticS of Pre:Coltirribiari
civilizations are compared with those of early Mediterranean and African civilizationS.

The second unit, "Latin America," examines the colonial heritage of Latin Americans, their struggles .for
independence, and contemporary life in selected- countries: The first part of the unit focuses on the effects of
colonization on the indigenouS populations and the characteristics of the European colonies. The second part of the
unit explore e social; economic, and political factors that led to the emergence of independent nations. The last
part of the unit deals with contemporary situations in Latin America.

"NatiVe Americans" is a unit designed to introduce the many cultures of: North America which existed prior to the
arrival of European explorers. Initially, the cultural adaptations to the variety of natural environments in North
America are examined. Migration theories, legends of origin; and the evaluation of distinct cultures are studied. The
movement of Native Americans throughout North America is traced. Cultural heritage is explored through oral
tradition, religion, art forms; and intergroup relationships. The final part of the unit deals with the conflict between
Native. American groups and European settlers. The influence of Native American cultures is studied in terms of
contributions to the American culture.

The final unit in the three-year sequence in World Studies concentrates on Canada, and the United States. The
unifying theme is technology. Students explore the impact of technology on agricultural and industrial development
from both historical and contemporary viewpoints: Much of the unit is organized around regional interdePendence.
The causes and results of inter/intra-urban growth are examined; with emphasis being given to the technological
Changes which accelerated the migration of people to urban centers. Challenges facing 20th century United States
and Canada are explored in terms of preservation of the culture and environment.

Unit 1. Pre-Columbian A n:erica

Upon completion of the unit Pre-Columbian America, the student should be able to:

describe the ehanieteriSticS of Pre-Columbian eiVililationS
ciinipare the Major characteriSticS of Pre-Columbian. ancient Mediterranean, and ancient African civilizations

Unit 2. b.:tin America

Uptin completion of the unit Latin America, the student should he able to:

identify the environmental factors that influenced the European settlement of Latin America
describe the colonization of Latin America
trace the emergence of Latin American nations
describe contemporary situations in Latin America, including political crises

Unit 3. Native A Trier:cans

Upon completion Of the Unit Native Americans, the student should be able to:

compare ways in which Native American groups adapted to their natural environment
describe how elements of Native American culture reflect their heritage
explain reasons for the cultural conflict between Native Americans and other groups

Unit 4. Canada and the United States

Upon completion of the unit Canada and the United States, the student should be able to:

describe the impact made by the various religious, racial, and ethnic groups which settled in Canada and the
United States



identify the factors that influenced settlement of Canada and the United States_
explain how the factors which influenced the regional development of Canada and the United States led to
regional interdependence
assess the effect of technology on urban growth in the.20th century
identify the challenges facing Canada and the United States today
identify ways to enter the world of Work (4.1.1.9)
identify educational opportunities_ available in selected careers (4.4.1.6)* .

identify the skills, knowledge,-,and training required for major occupational categories (4.1.1.14)*

Map and Globe Skills Ohjectives '

By the end Of Grade 8, the student should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

Location
use latitude and longitude to find direction on a polar projection
use latitude and longitude to locate places on a polar projection
ideritify the latitude and longitude Of _a place on a;pcilar projection
identify the influence of latitude on the natural ,environment
locate major countries of the Western Hemisphere- on a map
locate selected major metropolitan areas of the United States on a map

Representation

identify influences which physical factors haveon an area
infer people's activities or way of living froth characteristics found on a variety of maps .

identify _how the sequence of human activities and cultural patterns are related to geographic location and
accessibility
identify factors that influence the location of sites and settlements

Spatial Relations

measure distance in Miles and kilometers between two points, using latitude
identify representative fractional scale
identify time differences on. a.globe
identify time differences on a map
select the most appropriate map projection for a given_ purpose
select the most appropriate large or Small scale for a given purpose
compare the use of verbal, linear, and representatiVe fractional scales

Time and-Chronology Skills Objectives

By the end of Grade 8, thesaident should be able to perform the following minimal skills:

identify the duration of the Pre-Columbian period
identify the duration of settlement and occupation of North America prior to European colonization
identify the duration of the Westward Movement
identify the specific dates of the end of the Western Frontier
compare the dates of colonial periods in' Latin America, Canada, and the U.S.
compare the dates of major wars of independence in Latin America and U.S.
prepare a time line of the major events of the Latin American revolutionS
construct a time line comparing major events in Ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome and the Incan, Mayan, and
Aztec civilizations
trace the sequence of urban development in the U.S. and Canada
Construct a time line of the American Civil Rights movement

Reading and Critical Thinking Skills

See Level 8 Objectives: Program of Studies Reading and English Language Arts K-8; Reading and Listening:

Library Media Research Skills

See Grade 8 objectives: Instructional Objectives for Information Retrieyal and Media Production, 1978; pp. 3-10.

Project Basic Objective
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